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Details of Visit:

Author: NNTT
Location 2: Birmingham
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 21 Oct 2011 12.30pm
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07765671011

The Premises:

Zoe normally works out of the north-west of the country. However, she was touring Birmingham.
The tour location was a private apartment in the City Centre.

The apartment location was quiet and the area felt very secure, entry to the apartment block was
gained via a buzzer system.

The apartment itself was modern and clean. Everything was to a good standard.

The Lady:

All I can say about Zoe is wow, wow and wow again.

Zoe is in her mid-to-late twenties, around 5'6" tall with a fantastic size 8 figure and enhanced D cup
boobs. Long blonde hair, blue eyes, a golden tan, just totally hot.

It is no doubt my inexperience but I was shocked that despite being such a fantastic looking lady
Zoe was so down to earth and natural. In truth I was expecting Zoe to be far more standoffish than
she actually was.

In reality Zoe has a great figure and also is a really friendly lady where nothing appeared like too
much trouble and she appears to have a naughty, adventurous side as well.

The Story:

Despite having a great first punting experience, I must admit my initial emotional feeling afterwards
was one of flatness that I found difficult to understand.

However, within a few days I felt the positives from the experience had far outweighed any negative
feelings which I had, not just in the physical aspect, but also the emotional.

At the outset I had promised myself to take things slowly before deciding to lose my virginity. Pretty
much I have a plan in mind and so my main hope for the second appointment I booked to see an
escort was to continue to build my confidence and gain experience, but I wasn't looking to lose my
virginity.
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It just so happened on the date I had in mind Zoe was touring Birmingham. I found Zoe really
attractive, she seemed happy to see a less experience guy and no doubt has many keen admirers
up north and so pretty much it seemed to me like fate had conspired to make a meeting possible.

Having confirmed a booking, Zoe gave good final directions which were ironically to a location not a
million miles away from where I had been just a few short weeks earlier for my first ever
appointment with an escort.

I believe I was Zoe's first client of the day and although I was still nervous about events ahead, I
was very excited to be meeting her. Zoe herself answered the door in a very revealing black
number, PVC knickers as I was later to find out and black high heels. She looked absolutely
amazing. I didn't know where to look and became tongue tied as is my geekish way, however as I
was led into the apartment Zoe and her friend, who she was touring with, appeared to still be getting
setup which did help break the ice into conversation. Zoe did make comment on her hair, but to be
honest it looked great to me and was no problem.

I was directed through into a bedroom and offered a drink, as Zoe disappeared to get a glass of
water I remember looking into the mirror in the bedroom and actually not quite believing I was there.
Little did I know the mirror was to play a part in later events.

Zoe returned and I actually managed to take a sip of water this time before we started to kiss and I
could feel Zoe has lovely soft skin, I was so sidetracked I almost forgot to present Zoe with her fee,
how rude of me!

Zoe asked if I would like a massage and I was quick to accept and remove my clothes. Having
Zoe's hands and boobs rubbing over me felt terrific and I was soon very hard. The conversation felt
natural with Zoe and you can clearly understand she is so down to earth and genuine by chatting to
her and she made some sweet comments to me.

Having gratefully received a massage I did ask if I may go down on her, explaining it was something
I had never done before. I attempted to be gentle and put to use some internet knowledge, but in all
honesty I'm not sure how successful I was and felt a little lost, but I guess we all have to start
somewhere. What I can say is I enjoyed licking Zoe's cute pussy and certainly it is something I'd like
to improve upon.

I'm sure Zoe was quick to spot my admiration of her enhanced tits and asked if I'd like to get my
cock between them. I found it really horny that Zoe allowed me to oil up her tits and rub my cock
between them, which I loved.

I don't think my dick has ever been harder than when between Zoe's tits and as I lay back onto the
bed I was just aching for Zoe to suck me, something she telepathically appeared to know. Having
Zoe perform slow and deliberate OWO on my rock hard shaft as her pretty blue eyes stared at me
directly and her beautifully manicured nails on her hand held my shaft in place was just divine. Zoe
is clearly very skilled and was very teasing in licking my balls and trying and almost taking me deep
throat style. During oral Zoe presented me her firm bum to stroke and allowed me to put a finger
inside her, she became wet and felt amazing inside.

I felt I was moving rapidly towards climax and Zoe asked if I wanted to cum on her boobs. I cheekily
asked if I could cum in her mouth and she seemed ok with that and asked me where I wanted her. I
felt rude saying "on the floor" and so gestured off the bed, to which she joked she knew I wanted
her on her knees sucking my cock and even mischievously suggested we go by the mirror so I
could watch. Zoe then set about sucking me more frantically, at one stage using both her hands on
my legs to pull me closer. I did take a glance into the mirror which pushed me over the edge and so
I took over by hand and shot my load actually more on Zoe's face than anywhere else, but it felt
such a relief.
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After cleaning up I had a nice brief chat with Zoe and was offered (but declined) a shower. A nice
kiss saw me back on my way and thankfully for me I realised before I exited the block that my fly
was open!

What really impressed me about Zoe was the fact she knew I was very new to seeing escorts, I'm
sure she could have just gone through the motions, but the time I spent with her very much didn't
feel like that. Zoe appeared really keen to ensure I had the best time possible, seemingly knowing
what I wanted almost by instinct and coming out with a few things which I found naughty and really
which I wasn't expecting, but that made for a great experience. Actually she did joke she was
corrupting me and I agree! One memory I will take away is the fact Zoe made me laugh and smile
with her outgoing personality.

One aspect I am still finding tough is asking for a particular service from a lady. I think there is a fine
line between being confident in seeing an escort and appearing rude and I'm still not sure how to
address this issue. I'm sure with experience this will come and I will feel more relaxed, although as
the appointment developed I did feel more confident around Zoe and certainly felt less self-
conscious about asking for a particular service.

I think in my time I only scratched the surface of Zoe and no question I would love to see her again.
Zoe has a great personality, fantastic figure and provides a great service, what more could a guy
want? I do feel privileged to have met her and would strongly recommend her, whether you are new
to punting like me or a more experience guy I'm sure Zoe would be a delight to meet.

I'm actually sat her still quite stunned ladies as fantastic as Zoe escort. I think it is a tough
profession and really have a great respect for Zoe (and other escorts) and feel thankful for the
experiences I have had so far.

I do now very much feel the next step for me is to lose my virginity.
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